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ABSTRACT 

Selection process for good quality chromosomes for genetic mutations and crossover 

operations has been a notable issue. This report has given a brief survey on analysing 

how to improve the quality of chromosomes to produce high quality chromosomes in 

the initial population and to prevent the problem of degeneracy. This report also 

presented a cuckoo search algorithm as a hybrid with genetic algorithm which is a 

swarm intelligence technique used as a to overcome the above-mentioned issue based 

on two evaluation criteria, silhouette coefficient and Davies Bouldin index which are 

clustering based mechanisms. The silhouette value measures what percentage of the 

object is identical to the objects within the same cluster and so the Davies Bouldin 

index. Finally compare the results of these two mechanisms on few natural datasets 

which are freely available on UCI machine learning repository with the existing GMC 

technique and our proposed technique. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Artificial Intelligence (AI) 

AI is a division of science which learns to design a computer and its respect system software 

that is skilled to behave intelligently. It may be intelligence exhibited by the machines or 

by the software. It includes reasoning, knowledge, planning, learning, natural language 

processing, perception and the ability to move and manipulate objects. The roots of 

artificial intelligence are spread into various areas, the following are few, 

 

Figure 1 Classification of artificial intelligence 

Applications of Artificial Intelligence in daily life: 

❖ Security Surveillance 

❖ Online Customer Support 

❖ Smart Cars 

❖ News Generation Apps 

❖ Virtual Personal Assistants 

❖ GPS Services 

❖ Robotics 

❖ Video Games 

Goals Of AI 

❖ An intelligent system capable of handling user request in less time and provide all the 

basic services of a standard computer 

❖ In remote and dangerous areas, mobile robots to act intelligently by analyzing 

problem and responding according to the situation. 
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1.2 Genetic Algorithms(Ga)  

Genetic Algorithm is a metaheuristic approach inspired by the act of natural selection 

process and more towards to the class of evolutionary algorithms (EA). GA are commonly 

used to generate high-quality solutions to search problems as well as optimization problems 

by relaying on bio-inspired operators such as selection, mutation, crossover. 

1.2.1 Chromosomes 

Chromosomes are thread like structure which carry hereditary information. They are 

fabricated with proteins as well as a single molecule of DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid). 

These are also known as genotype, a set of parameters which define a proposed solution to 

the problem that the gene algorithm is trying to solve and the set of all solutions is known 

as the population. 

1.2.2 Crossover 

Crossover refers to a gene parameter used for re-scheduling of the chromosome from 

generation to generation. It is a process of considering multiple solutions of a parent and 

fabricating a child solution from the same. 

1.2.3 Mutation 

Mutation is the way toward adjusting the structure of a quality bringing about a variation 

from which might be transmitted to ensuing eras, brought on by the change of single base 

units DNA, or inclusion, erasure or might be reworking of bigger segments of 

chromosomes. 

1.2.4 Selection 

       Selection is the period of quality calculation where singular genomes are chosen from a               

population for later reproducing by utilizing the hybrid administrator. The wellness 

capacity is assessed for every individual providing wellness values which are later 

standardized. Where standardization is a procedure of partitioning the wellness values so 

that the entirety of all subsequent wellness qualities is equivalent to one.[1] 

1.3 Swarm Intelligence(SI) 

Swarm is a large group or dense group of flying insects such as bees, ants, flock of birds, 

school of fish. Therefore, Swarm Intelligence deals with the collective behavior of swarm 

which acts intelligently in order to carry out a particular task. Example: Foraging behavior 

of ants known as “ant colonies” where this intelligence can be observed. 
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1.4 Cuckoo Search Algorithm 

Cuckoos are special kind of breeds of a bird, this calculation is propelled by the rearing 

conduct of the cuckoo feathered creatures. The essential thought behind this calculation is 

that the cuckoo winged creature lays its eggs in another feathered creature's home. On the 

off chance that the neighbor bird finds that the eggs in its home are not its eggs then either 

the host flying creatures dispose of that outsider eggs or it leaves the home and construct 

another home in some other area. In this manner, a likelihood is laid to perceive outsider 

eggs by the host winged creature and every egg in the home speaks to a one of a kind 

arrangement. The objective is to locate an ideal answer for an issue. A cuckoo egg brings 

forth sooner than host flying creature egg and will grow up quicker than host fowl. Thusly, 

the likelihood of host winged animal to distinguish the outsider eggs is Pa ϵ [0,1]. The 

cuckoo arbitrarily picks the host settle position (Vpq) to lay an egg utilizing demand flights 

irregular walk and is given by 

Vpq
t+1 = Vt+Spq*Levy(λ)*α --------(1) 

Levy(λ) = ( Ґ(1+λ)*sin(π* λ/2))/((1+ λ)/2) * λ * S(λ-1)/2 ……….(2) 

S>0, is the progression estimate which ought to be identified with the sizes of the issue of 

interests. On the off chance that s is too huge then the new arrangement created will be too 

far from the old arrangement. On the off chance that s is too little then the change is too 

little to possibly be noteworthy and this sort of pursuit is not all that proficient. 

Spq = Vpq
t – Vfq

t -------(3) 

Where p,f ϵ {1,2,… ,m}; q ϵ{1,2,… .D}; D indicates number of parameters to be enhanced; 

m signifies add up to populace of host positions.  

The host winged creature recognizes the outsider egg with the likelihood esteem partners 

with that nature of an egg and it is given by 

Prop=(0.9*Fitp/max(Fit))+0.1 ….(4) 

Where Fitp means the wellness estimation of the arrangement p that is relative to the nature 

of an egg in the home position and prop gives the survival likelihood rate of the cuckoo's 

egg. In the event that Pa ϵ [0,1]>prop then the egg is distinguished by the host flying 

creature and it crushes the outsider egg forsake the home and cuckoo discover aa new host's 

home to lay eggs. Else the egg brings forth up cuckoo grows up and be alive for the cutting 

edge in light of the fitness function below, 

xp=xpmin+ r and (0,1)*(xpmax - xpmin). 
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1.5 Clustering 

Clustering is an unsupervised learning issue, which deals with accumulation of unlabeled 

information to discover a structure. In other words, it is the way towards sorting out 

comparable items into groups. Subsequently, a cluster comprises of an arrangement of 

comparative articles gathering of items where objects having a place to one group is not the 

same as other cluster. A great grouping method yields in bunches with great which has high 

intra-class likeness and low between class comparability. The nature of a groups framed 

relies on upon the comparability measure utilized as a part of the strategy furthermore on 

usage of that strategy. [2] 

1.5.1 Silhouette Coefficient 

It is measure which depicts how comparative a question is to its own bunch contrasted with 

different groups. It discovers the normal separation amongst p and every single other point 

inside a similar bunch. [3] 

It ranges from - 1 to 1 where high esteem speaks to that the protest is very much coordinated 

to its own particular bunch and low esteem speaks to that the question is inadequately 

coordinated to its neighboring group. In the event that most questions speaks to a high 

esteem then the bunching arrangement is suitable else the design may have an excessive 

number of or excessively few groups. It is given by the condition,  

S(i)=b(i)- a(i)/max{a(i),b(i)}… ..(1),  

where s(i) is equivalents to 1-a(i)/b(i), if (a(i)<b(i); equivalents to 0 if a(i)=b(i); equivalents 

to b(i)/a(i)- 1, if a(i)>b(i). 

1.5.2 Davies Bouldin Index 

Davies Bouldin index is a parameter used to calculate clustering algorithm. This is an 

inward assessment conspire, where the approval of how well the grouping has been done 

is made utilizing amounts and components innate to the dataset. This has a downside that 

a decent esteem revealed by this strategy does not suggest the best data recovery.  

Given "n" dimensional focuses, let Ci be a bunch of information focuses. Give Xj a chance 

to be a "n"- dimensional component vector appointed to group Ci.  

Si =(1/Ti  - Ai|p)1/p 

Here Ai is the centroid of Ci and Ti is the measure of the cluster i. Si is a measure of 

dissipate inside the group. Generally, the estimation of p is 2, which makes this a Euclidean 

separation work between the centroid of the bunch, and the individual element vectors. 

Numerous other separation measurements can be utilized, because manifolds and higher 
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dimensional information, where the Euclidean distance may not be the best measure for 

deciding the groups. Note that this separation metric needs to coordinate with the metric 

utilized as a part of the grouping plan itself for significant outcomes.  

and there is n such components in A for it is a n dimensional centroid.  

Mij=||Ai-Aj||p = ( )
1/p    

Where Mi,j
 is a metirx of deviation between cluster Ci and cluster Cj. 

ak,i is the kth element of Ai, and there are n such elements in A for it is an n dimensional 

centroid. 

Here k lists the components of the information, and this is basically the Euclidean 

separation between the focuses of bunches i and j when p squares with 2 

Give Ri,j a chance to be a measure of how great the grouping plan is. This measure, by 

definition needs to represent Mi,j the detachment between the ith and the jth group, which 

in a perfect world must be as extensive as would be prudent, and Si, the inside bunch 

disperse for bunch i, which must be as low as could be expected under the circumstances. 

Subsequently the Davies–Bouldin list is characterized as the proportion of Si and Mi,j with 

the end goal that these properties are monitored:  

Ri,j>=0 

Ri,j =Rj,i 

When Sj>=Sk and Mi,j = Mi,k then Ri,j > Ri,k 

When Sj=Sk and Mi,j <= Mi,k then Ri,j > Ri,k 

With this detailing, the lower the esteem, the better the partition of the groups and the 

"tightness" inside the bunches.  

An answer that fulfills these properties is:  

Ri,j = Si+Sj/Mi,j 

This is utilized to characterize Di:  

Di= max Ri,j 

If N is the number of clusters 

DB=1/N  

DB is known as the Davies–Bouldin file. This is reliant both on the information and in 

addition the calculation. Di picks the most dire outcome imaginable, and this esteem is 

equivalent to Ri,j for the most comparable bunch to group i. There could be numerous 

varieties to this detailing, such as picking the normal of the group likeness, weighted normal 

et cetera. 
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Chapter 2 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

[4]R Indumathy et al. presents cuckoo-search algorithm to solve the problem of 

assembling of gene sequence. It’s a strategy which endeavors for re-creating the objective 

grouping within the accumulated sections. The review focuses on the main utilization of 

CS for DNA-gathering issue in the writing. This calculation depends on levy flight conduct 

and socio-bird conduct. The calculation of CS helps in boosting up cover scores by 

recreating first sequence of DNA. Exploratory outcomes demonstrate the CS capacity to 

discover best ideal gene get together. For checking the effectiveness of presented method, 

the consequences of the algorithm is contrasted and notable transformative calculations 

specifically, molecule swarm advancement (PSO) and its variations. 

[5]Haradhan che et al. discusses a problem in Sudoku puzzle in Evolutionary Algorithms 

(EA). Sudoku is one of the non-deterministic polynomial hard arrangemental situation 

puzzles which comprehended utilizing different calculations using EAs. The author 

presents a multi-level hereditary calculation for tackling Sudoku. In this calculation, 

grouping table idea has been fused. The work advances consisting two or three cycles. 

Thus, within every cycle, it works for discovering better arrangement. Every component of 

the best arrangement in a specific push experience through a multidirectional crosscheck 

approval prepare lastly chose interested likelihood. After every cycle, gather table is 

upgraded relying upon the picked components of the best arrangement in the past cycle. 

This algorithm additionally includes fresh population era, wellness task with more 

punishment, hybrid and change administrators and so forth. The outcomes demonstrate that 

multi-level algorithm has aggressively high rate to tackle different Sudoku puzzle. 

[6]Ze li et al. converses in the paper that change in social network may mirror a important 

occasions or practices inside a firm. Recognizing these progressions successfully and 

productively has potential for empowerment of early cautioning, and speedier reaction to 

good as well as worst authoritative exercises. We utilize hereditary calculation on reverse 

engendering neural organize model for figuring out whether and at the time of alteration. 

By choosing system metrics like information and changeable system conduct sorts as yield, 

we get the GABP neural system show very much prepared. 
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[7]Hojjat rakhsahni et al. discusses that structure of protein prediction has been one of 

the major concerns in the domain of structural bioinformatics. Establishing native 

conformations of a protein can impact its operations and portrays a vital role in drug design 

and prediction of disease. Thus, this survey discloses an application of cuckoo search 

algorithm on folding of protein problem based on AB off-lattice model. Different test cases 

conducted on a set of sequences of protein that are discussed in the literature. For the 

evaluation purpose, state-of-the-art as well as recently developed algorithms. From the 

experimental comparisons, the outcomes demonstrate that CS algorithm is the best 

algorithm when compared to the other algorithms. 

[8]Benjamin Lammel et al. conserves that a variation of the notable travelling salesman 

issue is about presenting specific conditions among the urban areas. Such conditions may 

depict the relations between single urban areas which can be utilized for self-ruling vehicles 

that need to take after specific ways for a few reasons. This paper manages resolving the 

Traveling Salesman Region Issue where specific associations of urban areas are as of now 

predefined. We are examining and talking about the impacts of the parameters of the Ant 

Colony Optimization calculation taking care of voyaging businessperson area issues. 

[9]Ping Zhang et al. discusses a system where the scattering of inquiry and the information 

is uneven, a few assets get the opportunity to be hotspot and the hotspots are changing after 

some time, which may bring about the worldwide load unbalance. This dynamic issue 

transforms into a key test in Data Grid. Data replication is a way to deal with deal with this 

issue, which improves data availability, diminishes inaction and developments throughput. 

It on a very basic level oversees upgrading data availability, latency decreasing change of 

throughput. A replication approach in light of swarm understanding is proposed. Every site 

in the network framework has a solitary operator, serving as boss of record data, taking 

after essential fundamentals of direct and without knowing any overall information. The 

specialist will take after two philosophies when it will make a replication activity: a system 

that selecting which information to make a reproduction and an approach that finding where 

the copy is found. 
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[10]Sarath Chandar et al. discusses that a resource in the computational framework is 

something that is required to do an operation, it is vital how to plan subtasks among the 

resources, and a sensible planning calculation must be received with a specific end goal to 

get the minimum completion time. PSO is a populace based zero-request advancement 

technique that displays a few transformative qualities. PSO depends on a streamlined model 

of the social conduct showed by the food-searching behavior of social animals. 

i) Particle Swarm Optimizer (PSO) 

It has been found that the advantages of pheromone chemical from SI and the adaptive uses 

portrayed before can be converted into PSO to enhance outline space investigation. By 

executing the advanced pheromone procedure it was watched that the arrangement qualities 

of the fundamental PSO calculation could be radically made strides. In a fundamental PSO 

calculation, the swarm development is represented by the speed vector. Every swarm part 

utilizes data from its past best and the new best part in whole of the swarm at every cycle 

(g best). In any case it has been observed that the nearness of pheromones in the 

configuration space would enhance the arrangement attributes by giving more data about 

the outline space. This would be more valuable when the data gave by p best and g best are 

in-adequate. In the event that C1>>C2, the particle is firmly pulled in to the p best position. 

Then again if C2exceedsC1, the particle is towards g best location. 

ii) Digital Pheromones 

Pheromones are synthetic fragrances created by creepy crawlies basically as a method for 

correspondence in finding appropriate sustenance and settling areas. At the point when 

more number of insects goes on the same way, the pheromone trail gets to be more 

grounded which takes note of the accessibility of required substances. The advanced 

pheromones propelled by this idea are utilized to investigate look space and leave a marker 

in potential locales, where future examinations would be helpful. This would help in 

accelerating the procedure of hunting down ideal arrangement. 
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iii) DP Implementation 

In this implementation, the swarm is introduced like the essential PSO however 50 percent 

of the particles are chosen arbitrarily and made to discharge pheromones for the underlying 

run alone. Amid the future runs, just those swarm individuals which encountered a change 

in the target capacity were made to discharge the pheromones. The Pheromones from the 

present and additionally the past cycles that are near each other as far as the outline variable 

quality can be converted into another pheromone area, keeping in mind the end goal to deal 

with the quantity of pheromones in the outline space. Moreover, the computerized 

pheromones rot with cycles pretty much as normal pheromones. Taking into account the 

present level of pheromone chemical as well as position in respect to a molecule, a 

positioning procedure is utilized to choose an objective pheromone for every molecule in 

socio-swarm. This objective position towards molecule is to be pulled in is included as 

overlap speeding vector segment to p best and g best. This technique is proceeded until an 

endorsed union paradigm is fulfilled. the particle is firmly pulled in to the g best position. 

[11]Antonio G´omez-Iglesias et al. converses that abc algorithm is an optimization 

calculation in light of the smart behavior of bee. This algorithm is utilized to upgrade the 

balance of mentioned plasma in an atomic combination gadget. Plasma material science 

research for combination still exhibits open issues that need a substantial registering ability 

to be comprehended. The bumble bee state has three different sorts of honey bees with 

different capacities 

i) Employed honey bee 

ii) On-looker honey bee 

iii) Scout honey bee 

An assumption is made that the amount of employed honey bees is same as the amount of 

food sources i.e. the arrangements. The employed honey bee without a food source is 

termed as the scout. In the underlying stage each utilized honey bee is connected with a 

sustenance source and the utilized honey bee measures the nature of the nourishment 

source. Subsequent to deciding the nature of the source the employed honey bee plays out 

a "waggle dance" in its hive. The waggle dance offers data to the onlooker honey bees on 

the quality, distance, and direction of the food source. After this waggle move the onlooker 

honey bees exploit the area with most astounding quality of food sources. The scout honey 

bees hunt down new food sources. Therefore, on this account, in grid environment, the 
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programming resources Working Node in the phrasing of gLite - and the waggle dance - 

about the heading and separation to ways of flowers - is performed in the User Interface 

(UI), where the state is. Moreover, the length of we plan to improve the harmony of an 

atomic combination gadget, a flower is a configuration of the gadget; a great flower will be 

an approximated configuration of the combination gadget where the adjust is better than 

the current in current gadgets. The grid has made a way that could possibly prompt an 

expansion in the execution of these sorts of calculations as far as execution time and issue 

size. Things being what they are, an anomalous condition of authority is required to make 

and execute structure applications in light of the way that various issues can develop as a 

result of the specifications of the network framework. Our goal involves improving the 

harmony of plasma in an atomic combination gadget. 

[12]Joshua Samuel Raj et al. discusses that Bacterial algorithm has been broadly 

acknowledged as global streamlining calculating current enthusiasm circulated 

advancement as well as control. Regular choice has a tendency to dispose of animals with 

poor foraging techniques (strategies for finding, taking care of, and ingesting food) and 

support the propagation of genes of those creatures that have fruitful scavenging 

procedures, since they will probably appreciate regenerative achievement they acquire 

enough food to empower them to reproduce. It is a novel advancement calculation in light 

of the social foraging conduct of microscopic organisms. Analysts have outlined how 

gatherings and individual of microscopic organisms which rummage in fact of 

supplements, to demonstrate into an appropriated improvement process in a heterogeneous 

domain, which is known as the Bfo. During the searching food, motion development is 

accomplished by an arrangement of tractable flagella. Flagella help a microscopic organism 

to swim, two essential operations performed at that season. The microscopic organisms, for 

example, E. coli, have a few flagella for every cell. These can pivot in two ways. Counter-

clockwise pivot adjusts the flagella into a solitary turning group, which causes the 

bacterium to swim in a straight line. Clockwise turn breaks the flagella package separated, 

where every flagellum focuses in an alternate heading, bringing on the bacterium to tumble 

set up. Tumble alludes to unit stroll of microorganisms toward an alternate course. Swim 

alludes to unit stroll of microscopic organisms in the same course. A motile E. coli drives 

itself from spot to put by turning its flagella. To advance heading, the flagella takes counter 

clockwise course by pivoting itself, then life form acquire "swims". In any case, when 

flagella turn unexpectedly alters to clockwise course, then the bacterium "tumbles" in same 
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spot and it unequipped for going around any random direction. Activities performed by 

bacteria are as follows 

i. Chemotaxis: It is the marvel where by microorganisms or single-cell guides their 

developments keeping in mind the end goal to specific chemicals in their surroundings. 

This is critical for microscopic organisms to escape from the noxious substances or to 

discover nourishment by swimming towards the most astounding centralization of 

sustenance atoms. 

ii. Swarming: One of the intriguing gathering practices have been watched for a few motile 

types of microscopic organisms, where including S.typhimurium and E.coli. A 

gathering of cells organizes themselves in a voyaging ring by moving upward the 

supplement inclination, then they put during a semisolid framework with a solitary 

supplement chemo-effecter. Cells which invigorated by an abnormal state, succinate, 

which discharge as attractant aspartate, which helps to total into gatherings and in this 

manner, results in better examples of swarms having greater bacterial thickness. 

iii. Proliferation: The microbes which have the slightest wellbeing in the end kick the 

bucket. Each of the more beneficial microscopic organisms (lower estimation of 

yielding the goal capacity) split into two microorganisms. At that point they put in same 

area. This maintains the size of swarm steady. 

iv. Termination: The scattering occasion happens after a specific number of proliferation 

procedures. A bacterium is picked, by preset likelihood, to be scattered and moved to 

another position inside nature. These occasions may keep the neighborhood optima 

catching viably. 

[13]Sharath Babu Musunoor et al. discusses that the ant system (AS) was enlivened by 

the regular conduct of social components (a state of ants or wasps) of an environment. With 

a target of finishing a given undertaking, every subterranean insect strolls inside the earth 

(more often than not a diagram) and overhauls its target capacity while coordinating with 

different ants working for the same reason. Such a rummaging conduct of various ants make 

an aggregate insight, which is competent in nature to produce helpful arrangements is 

roused by the way that the quickest known equi-partitioning calculation depends on a fixed-

structure stochastic learning automata (FSSA) . Recently learning automata have 

additionally been effectively used to outline forms (administrations) of an application onto 

handling hubs and that issue looks like the current one. So as to enhance the meeting past 
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what was achievable with realizing ants in , this technique proposes two calculated 

improvements to the past works. 

i. Guardians: Learning Automata whose employment is to counsel the ants issued by an 

administration what will be the best next case for their developments. This is a static 

insight in the cases to supplement the dynamic or moving knowledge of the ants. 

ii. Insect to-subterranean insect co-appointment: A disadvantage of the already referred to 

ways to deal with take care of this issue with a subterranean insect system is that the 

ants were acting in complete detachment. These complexities the normal methodology 

where genuine ants do trade data about what is the better area of sustenance. Therefore, 

a co-appointment instrument is suggested that complies with the necessity of no 

worldwide insight and exclusively acting ants, as yet investigating the information 

altogether learned by the ants. 

The Services 

The resting times of individual ants constrain them to flock onto one or more cases fit for 

facilitating their administration. This permits an administration to distinguish the "best" 

container considering area and confidence of its ants. The administrations themselves move 

considering their ants' confidence. At the end of the day, an administration is said to be 

available in the container or the processing hub with the greatest aggregate confidence of 

its ants. There is an inquiry whether to number the confidence-deserted by the dead ants or 

not. The confidence picked up by the dead ants was additionally considered while 

computing the aggregate confidence of neighborhood ants for an administration situation. 

Decidedly one can consider this to be the withering ants abandon their confidence for their 

coworkers in different words, effectively learning of a dead subterranean insect can even 

now valuable for its administration to get a predictable impression of the earth. 

Therefore, this technique expands on past endeavors to take care of the issue of 

administration designation in a dynamic lattice environment by the utilization of keen 

scavenging ants hunting the container diagram down a decent situation for the 

administration they are speaking to. Two expansions proposed in this work are: 

i. Learning guardians to direct the development of the ants among the cases to improve the 

effectiveness of the case chart investigation. 

ii. A scaled rest time where every insect's rest time is an element of the certainty of its 

associates. 
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Furthermore, network situations, demonstrate that the utilization of scaled rest time 

enhances the joining rates in light of the fact that the varieties in rest times of ants permit 

the less certain ants to move all the more regularly. Not with-standing it was shocking to 

discover that the managing components, watchmen, have no constructive outcome when 

joined with intelligent ants. 

 [14]Neha khan et al. discusses that face recognition system utilizing enhanced counterfeit 

honey bee state calculation is proposed. This framework deals with two unique stages, 

named as Extraction stage and Recognition stage. In the extraction stage, sub-window 

extraction calculation is connected on various face pictures gathered from various sources. 

At that point connected manufactured honey bee province calculation to lessen number of 

sub windows, taken from sub window extraction calculation. This proposed work serves to 

enhance the overhead issue of PCA calculation. Examinations are done on various datasets, 

gathered from FACE_94, and VITM datasets. Test comes about demonstrate that proposed 

work proficiency, as far as acknowledgment rate, is superior to unique PCA calculation by 

lessening number of sub-windows. 

[15]Shehzad Qureshian et al. discusses that an augmentation to covering swarm knowledge 

for preparing fake neural systems. Covering swarm insight is an utilization of molecule 

swarm advancement that partitions the system into ways from contribution to yield, with 

every way spoke to by a swarm. Past forms of this calculation demonstrated 

accomplishment on preparing systems on an assortment of datasets yet the strategy 

experiences a blast in wellness assessments because of the quantity of ways that should be 

assessed. We propose an augmentation to covering swarm insight to utilize offbeat 

overhauls and element subsets of swarms for every era, and show that this strategy executes 

and fundamental covering swarm knowledge as far as mean squared blunder and 

characterization exactness with less wellness assessments. 

[16]Kunihiko fukushima et al. converses that a neural system display for a component of 

visual example acknowledgment is proposed in this paper. The system is self-composed by 

"learning without a instructor", and gets a capacity to perceive boost designs in light of the 

geometrical comparability (Gestalt) of their shapes without influenced by their positions. 

This system is given an epithet "neo-cognitron". After culmination of self-association, the 

system has a structure like the pecking order modelling visual sensory system by Hubel 

and Wiesel. The organize comprises of an information layer photoreceptor cluster) trailed 

by a course association of various secluded structures, each of which is made out of two 
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layers of cells associated in a course. The principal layer of every module comprises of "S-

cells', which demonstrate qualities like basic cells or lower arrange hypercomplex cells, 

and the second layer comprises of "C-cells" like complex cells or higher request 

hypercomplex cells. The afferent neural connections to each S-cell have versatility and re 

modifiable. The system has a capacity of unsupervised learning: We don't require any 

"educator" amid the procedure of self-organization, and it is just expected to show an 

arrangement of jolt designs over and over to the info layer of the arrange. The system has 

been reenacted on a computerized PC. After redundant presentation of an arrangement of 

jolt designs, every boost -design has ended up to evoke a yield just from one of the C-cells 

of the last layer, and alternately, this C-cell has gotten to be specifically responsive just to 

that jolt design. That is, none of the C-cells of the last layer reacts to more than one jolt 

design. The reaction of the C-cells of the last layer is not influenced by the example's 

position by any means. Nor is it influenced by a little change fit as a fiddle nor in size of 

the boost design. 

[17]Sultan H. Aljahdali et al. discloses that microarray innovation today include capacity 

of embedding entire genome encounter in   solitary chip that permits the scholar for a review 

a huge number of quality exercises all the while. Machine learning methodologies suited 

and used to finding of mind-boggling connections of qualities within controlled trial 

conditions and characterize microarray information by distinguishing a subset of 

educational qualities implanted inside large data-set including different classes and is 

contaminated with greater dimensional clamor. A half breed framework coordinates 

hereditary calculations and choice tree for qualities expression investigation and forecast 

for usefulness for tumor characterization. The learning limit for choosing trees utilized as 

a part of the base learning frameworks is supported by highlight determination strategy. 

Tests introduce preparatory outcomes to exhibit the ability of crossover framework to dig 

exact arrangement rules for grouping expectation in practically identical to conventional 

machine learning calculations. 

[18]Eva Tuba discloses that remote sensor systems are rising innovation with expanding 

number of uses, and subsequently a dynamic research region. One of the issues relevant to 

remote sensor systems is the scope issue with number of definitions, contingent upon the 

expected conditions. In this paper, we consider hard enhancement range scope issue with 

the objective of discovering ideal sensor hubs positions that amplify probabilistic scope of 

the range of intrigue. For such kind of streamlining issue swarm knowledge stochastic 
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metaheuristics have been effectively utilized. In this paper, we propose a changed upgraded 

firecrackers calculation for remote sensor arrange scope issue and contrast it and other 

comes closer from writing, where our calculation turned out to be extremely powerful and 

better, considering all led tests. 

[19]Sumandeep Aujla et al. discusses that distributed computing field cloud is utilized for 

conveying and dealing with the administrations over the web. Distributed computing gives 

information get to and capacity without learning about the physical area of the end client. 

Distributed computing has three sorts of administrations: programming as an 

administration (SaaS), stage as an administration (PaaS) and framework as an 

administration (IaaS). Undertaking planning is the fundamental issue in distributed 

computing and it is essential piece of distributed computing. Different sorts of calculations 

are utilized for planning for instance FIFO, Genetic calculation, round robin calculation 

and so forth. This paper is centered around the streamlining answer for the assignment 

booking utilizing half and half cuckoo calculation. This calculation consolidates the 

aftereffects of hereditary calculation and cuckoo look calculation. 

[20]R.P. Prado et al. discusses that nowadays, grid computing is progressively 

demonstrating an administration situated propensity and subsequently, giving nature of 

service(QoS) has raised as an applicable issue in such exceptionally unique and non-

committed frameworks. In this sense, the part of planning methodologies is basic and new 

proposition ready to manage the intrinsic instability of the network state are required in a 

way that QoS can be advertised. Fluffy govern based schedulers are rising booking 

constructions in lattice figuring in view of the efficient administration of framework assets 

loose state and master learning application to accomplish an efficient workload 

appropriation. Given the assorted and often conflicting nature of the planning improvement 

targets in frameworks considering both clients and heads prerequisites, these techniques 

can benefit from multi target systems in their insight procurement prepare significantly. 

This work recommends the QoS arrangement in the lattice booking level with fluffy govern 

based schedulers through multi-target learning obtaining considering different 

improvement criteria.  

With this point, a novel learning technique for the development of fluffy principles 

considering swarm insight, Knowledge Acquisition with Swarm Intelligence approach is 

adjusted to the multi target advancement of a specialist framework meta-scheduler 

established on Peritoneal enhancement hypothesis and its execution regarding a notable 
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hereditary procedure is broke down. The general definition of the booking issue in a various 

leveled network can be outlined as follows. The framework, GS, is comprised of a set ofG 

topographically disseminated destinations or assets areas RDj, GS ={RD1, RD2,...,RDG} 

that total Hj heterogeneous computational assets, RDj =rj,1, rj,2,...,rj, Hj and share 

capacities so as to fulfill clients and applications requests on the premise of claim nearby 

get to and accessibility approaches that may change with time. In a framework situation 

occupations, J ={J1, J2,...,JL}, progressively arrive and indicate the required properties for 

the objective asset keeping in mind the end goal to fulfill. 

[21]El-Sayed et al. discusses that there are two sorts of PC representation: Vector graphics, 

for example, Flash and Bitmap design, for example, Photoshop. Regardless of whether the 

picture is a bitmap realistic or vector realistic both are shown on a cutting-edge screen by 

experiencing a procedure known as rendering. Screens are made of various little specks 

called pixels. To show a picture on the screen the program must set every pixel to fitting 

shading or shade of dim. The PC keeps a memory based model of the picture that will be 

shown on the screen. In this model, it keeps the data about the photo to be shown. At that 

point, it helps the required pixels from this model and this procedure is called rendering, 

i.e. The way toward creating an example of pixels from a model is called rendering. Display 

based rendering by and large fall into two classes, dynamic and inactive techniques. 

Dynamic strategies frequently require laser innovation and organized lights or video, which 

may bring about extremely costly types of gear. In any case, new innovations have 

broadened the scope of conceivable applications and new calculations have enhanced the 

capacity to adapt to issues inborn to laser filtering. Inactive techniques often concern the 

undertaking of producing a 3D show given different 2D photos of a scene. By and large 

they don't require an exceptionally costly gear, however frequently a specific set-up. 

Inactive strategies are ordinarily utilized by Model-Based Rendering methods.  

load balancing with swarms  

One of the primary segments of a dispersed framework is the appropriated procedure 

scheduler that deals with the assets. A conveyed procedure scheduler deals with the assets 

of the entire framework productively by dispersing the heap among the processors to 

expand the general framework execution. The dispersed scheduler must play out the heap 

circulating operations straightforwardly, which implies the entire framework is seen as a 

solitary PC by the clients of it Swarms give the likelihood of improved undertaking 

execution, high dependability (adaptation to non-critical failure), low unit multifaceted 
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nature and diminished cost over conventional automated frameworks. They can finish a 

few undertakings that would be unthinkable for a solitary robot to accomplish. Swarms can 

powerfully change their structure to coordinate ecological varieties. Ants , honey bees and 

termites are perfectly built cases of this sort of programming being used. These bugs don't 

utilize concentrated correspondence; there is no strict chain of importance, and nobody in 

control. Nonetheless, creating swarm programming starting from the top", "i.e., by 

beginning with the gathering application and attempting to decide the individual practices 

that it emerges from, is exceptionally troublesome. Rather a "bunch conduct building 

obstructs" that can be consolidated to frame bigger, more perplexing applications are being 

produced. 

 

[22]Satyendra singh et al. converses that work booking is a NP –hard issue in which we 

need to minimize the make span time. Booking is the calculation of appointing assets to the 

occupations in such a way that all occupations get required asset in decently way without 

influencing each other. In this paper, we have proposed a mixture calculation for 

employment booking utilizing hereditary and cuckoo seek calculation. This proposed 

calculation consolidates the upsides of both hereditary calculation and cuckoo seek 

calculation. Hereditary calculation is an transformative calculation that gives ideal answer 

for enhancement issue, yet the this favorable position of the hereditary calculation is that it 

can be effectively caught in nearby optima to conquer this trouble we are utilizing cuckoo 

seek calculation. 

[23]A. H. Beg et al. discusses a genetic algorithm featured clustering methodology known 

GMC that exploits high-quality of chromosomes in the underlying populace. The proposed 

system likewise presents two periods of hybrid operation with broad chromosomes era 

expecting to deliver brilliant posterity chromosomes and counteract decline. The proposed 

system likewise presents three stages of transformation operation keeping in mind the end 

goal to enhance chromosome quality. GMC utilizes a probabilistic determination approach 

as a part of request to slowly enhance the chromosomes nature of a populace. We contrast 

the proposed strategy GMC and five existing systems on 10 openly accessible information 

sets as far as two surely understood assessment criteria: Silhouette Coefficient and DB File. 

Our trial comes about show measurably noteworthy predominance of GMC over the current 

strategies, also, the adequacy of the proposed parts. 
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Chapter 3 

SCOPE OF THE STUDY 

 

➢ Genetic algorithm uses probabilistic selection rules which supports multi-objective 

goal but it has a loophole which is needed to be noticed, that it can be easily trapped 

in local optima. Therefore, with the help of cuckoo search algorithm in genetics, we 

can overcome the problem of local optima. 

➢ Job scheduling can be optimized with the use of cuckoo search algorithm and 

genetic algorithm.[22] 

➢ Efficient task scheduling can be achieved by using hybrid cuckoo search algorithm 

which is a mixture of genetic algorithm and the cuckoo search algorithm. It also 

enhances the resource utilization as the hybrid algorithm in task scheduling 

guarantees maximum resource utilization and minimum execution time.[19] 

➢ The use of cuckoo search algorithm in genetics guarantees a high-quality of 

chromosome selection from initial population to perform efficient crossover and 

mutation operations. 
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Chapter 4 

PRESENT WORK 

4.1 Problem Formulation 

4.1.1 Problem Motivation 

GA is motivated by the instrument of natural selection, an organic handle in which stronger 

people are likely be the victors in a competitive situation, Here, GA utilizes an immediate 

relationship of such characteristic development. It presumes that the potential arrangement 

of an issue is an individual and can be spoken to by a set of parameters. These parameters 

are viewed as the qualities of a chromosome and can be organized by a series of qualities 

in double shape. A positive esteem, for the most part known as wellness esteem, is utilized 

to mirror the level of "goodness" of the chromosome for tackling the issue, and this esteem 

is nearly identified with its goal esteem.[24] 

All through a hereditary advancement, a fitter chromosome has the propensity to yield great 

quality offspring, which implies a better solution for the issue. In a handy use of GA, a 

populace pool of chromosomes must be introduced and they can be haphazardly set at first. 

The extent of this populace changes from one issue to the next although, some guidelines 

are given in. In each cycle of hereditary operation, named a developing procedure, a 

resulting era is made from the chromosomes in the present population. This must be 

effective if a gathering of those chromosomes, for the most part called "guardians" or an 

accumulation term "mating pool," are chosen by means of a determination schedule. The 

qualities of the guardians are to be blended and recombined for the creation of posterity in 

the people to come. It is normal that from this procedure of development (control of 

qualities), the "better" chromosome will make a bigger number of posterity, and along these 

lines has a higher shot of getting by in the resulting era, imitating the survival-of-the-fittest 

system in nature.[25] 

The GA has following steps:  

1. Initialization: hereditary calculation are by and large begin with an underlying populace 

that is created haphazardly a few inquire about has been directed utilizing extraordinary 

procedure to create a higher quality introductory populace. Along these lines an approach 

is intended to give the GA a decent begin and accelerate the transformative procedure.  

2. Selection: It select the two-parent chromosome from a populace as indicated by their 

wellness better the wellness greater the opportunity to be chosen.  
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3.Reproduction: - It select the two chromosomes as per current choice method perform 

hybrid on them also, get maybe a couple youngsters, maybe apply transformation too and 

introduce the outcome again into that populace, the minimum fit of populace is devastated.  

4. Crossover: With a hybrid likelihood hybrid, the parent to shape new posterity 

(youngsters).  

5. Mutation: After a crossover, this administrator is performed. Transformation is a 

hereditary administrator used to keep up hereditary differences from one era of a populace 

of chromosomes to next.  

6. Substitution: Use new created populace for a further keep running of calculation. 

After lot of survey in genetic algorithm, in one of the papers mentioned below, it is found 

that, 

[23]A. H. Beg et al. discusses a genetic algorithm featured clustering methodology known 

GMC that exploits high-quality of chromosomes in the underlying population. The 

proposed system likewise presents two periods of hybrid operation with broad 

chromosomes era expecting to deliver brilliant posterity chromosomes and counteract 

decline. The proposed system also presents three stages of transformation operation 

keeping in mind the end goal to enhance chromosome quality. GMC utilizes a probabilistic 

determination approach as a part of request to slowly enhance the chromosomes nature of 

a populace. The proposed strategy GMC and five existing systems on 10 openly accessible 

information sets as far as two surely understood assessment criteria: Silhouette Coefficient 

and DB Index. Our trial comes about show measurably noteworthy predominance of GMC 

over the current strategies, also, the adequacy of the proposed parts. 

4.1.2 Problem Statement 

“Selection process for improvement of initial population of chromosomes for genetic      

mutation using cuckoo search algorithm.”  [16] 
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4.2 Objectives of the Study  

The following are the objectives which are need to fulfil the aim of research: 

➢ To generate best chromosome set from intial population at each generation obtained 

using cuckoo search algorithm before the extensive croosover and mutations. 

➢ To obtain a higher silhouette value in order to achieve a better clustering result when 

compared to GMC technique 

➢ To generate a good fitness value which is directly proportional to the quality of the 

chromosome and removal of the identical gene in case of twin genes to make sure that 

the two genes of a chromosome are not identical. 

➢ Finally compare the existing technique with our hybrid gentic-cuckoo search algorithm 

by considering its clustering quality on few natural data sets based on two parameters, 

silhouette coefficent and davies bouldin index. 

4.3 Research Methodology 

Selection process for good quality of chromosomes for genetic mutations and crossover 

operations has been a notable issue. During this process, many a time, there is a possibility 

of encountering twin genomes which is a pair of two identical genes in a chromosome, thus 

we must discard any one of the identical gene and sometimes we also encounter the problem 

of degeneracy due to which the production of chromosomes are delayed. Therefore, to deal 

with these problems, a swarm intelligence based technique “cuckoo search algorithm”, bio-

inspired cuckoo habitat can be tested to improve the initial population to find the best 

quality chromosomes for efficient genetic crossover and mutation operations. For this, we 

initially need to find new nest or chromosome and then calculate fitness function Fitp based 

upon the fitness function the quality of chromosome can be predicted. Finally compare the 

existing technique with hydbird cuckoo search algorithm[26] by comparing its clustering 

quality on few natural data sets.  

This methodology involves implementation of hybridization technique between genetic 

algorithm and cuckoo search algorithm to enhance the selection procedure for best 

chromosome set from the initial population for better crossover and mutation operations. A 

clustering technique called K-means clustering[27] is applied in genetic algorithm to the 

data sets and their clutering quality is tested based on two parameters namely, silhouette 

coefficient and davies bouldin index.[28] 
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  4.3.1 Flow Chart                         

 

 

Figure 2  Flowchart of hybrid approach 
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4.3.2 Proposed Algorithm 

Cuckoo Search Algorithm 

Cuckoos are special kind of breeds of a bird, this calculation is propelled by the rearing 

conduct of the cuckoo feathered creatures.[29] The essential thought behind this calculation 

is that the cuckoo bird lays its eggs in other bird’s nests without the knowledge of host bird. 

On the off chance that the neighbor bird finds that the eggs in its home are not its eggs then 

either the host flying creatures dispose of that outsider eggs or it leaves the home and 

construct another home in some other area. In this manner, a likelihood is laid to perceive 

outsider eggs by the host winged creature and every egg in the home speaks to a one of a 

kind arrangement. The objective is to locate an ideal answer for an issue. A cuckoo egg 

brings forth sooner than host flying creature egg and will grow up quicker than host fowl. 

Thusly, the likelihood of host winged animal to distinguish the outsider eggs is Pa ϵ [0,1]. 

The cuckoo arbitrarily picks the host settle position (Vpq) to lay an egg utilizing demand 

flights irregular walk and is given by 

Vpq
t+1 = Vt+Spq*Levy(λ)*α --------(1) 

Levy(λ) = ( Ґ(1+λ)*sin(π* λ/2))/((1+ λ)/2) * λ * S(λ-1)/2 ……….(2) 

S>0, is the progression estimate which ought to be identified with the sizes of the issue of 

interests. On the off chance that s is too huge then the new arrangement created will be too 

far from the old arrangement. On the off chance that s is too little then the change is too 

little to possibly be noteworthy and this sort of pursuit is not all that proficient. 

Spq = Vpq
t – Vfq

t -------(3) 

Where p,f ϵ {1,2,… ,m}; q ϵ{1,2,… .D}; D indicates number of parameters to be enhanced; 

m signifies add up to populace of host positions.  

The host winged creature recognizes the outsider egg with the likelihood esteem partners 

with that nature of an egg and it is given by 

Prop=(0.9*Fitp/max(Fit))+0.1 ….(4) 

Where Fitp means the wellness estimation of the arrangement p that is relative to the nature 

of an egg in the home position and prop gives the survival likelihood rate of the cuckoo's 

egg. In the event that Pa ϵ [0,1]>prop then the egg is distinguished by the host flying 

creature and it crushes the outsider egg forsake the home and cuckoo discover aa new host's 

home to lay eggs.[30] Else the egg brings forth up cuckoo grows up and be alive for the 

cutting edge in light of the fitness function below, 

xp=xpmin+ r and (0,1)*(xpmax - xpmin). 
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Levy flight 

Levy flight is a random walk in space where the length of the steps has a probability 

distributes which is heavily tailed. A various scope of both normal and manufactured 

marvels is presently being depicted as far as Levy insights. Paul Levy summed up past 

Brownian movement by considering different dispersions for which one hop and N hops 

have the same scientific shape. These Levy conveyances diminish as indicated by the power 

law 1/x1+γ for expansive x values where γ lies near 0 and 2. Since Gaussians relate to γ = 

2 while Brownian movement can be viewed as an outrageous instance of Levy movement. 

Contrasted with Gaussian disseminations, Levy conveyances don't tumble off as quickly at 

long separations. For Brownian movement, each bounce is typically little and the change 

of the dissemination <x2> is limited. Notwithstanding, for Demand movement, the little 

hops are blended with longer bounced or "flights" which bringing on the change of the 

dispersion to veer. As a result, Levy hops don't have a trademark length scale. This scale 

invariance is a mark of fractal examples. To be sure, Levy's underlying inquiry of when 

does the entire resemble its parts addresses the fractal property of self-likeness. An 

imperative parameter for evaluating the scaling relationship of fractal examples is 

measurement. The two short hops making up Brownian movement fabricate a bunched 

design. It is dense to the point that territory is a more fitting measure than length and the 

example is really two dimensional. Interestingly, the short hops of Levy movement deliver 

a grouping. Require movement is longer and less visit hops start new bunches. These 

bunches frame a self-comparative example with a measurement of under two. Partial 

measurements are a fascinating property of fractals. Today, Levy movement is as generally 

investigated in non-straight, confused, turbulent and fractal frameworks as Brownian 

movement is in less difficult frameworks. 

Genetic Algorithm  

Genetic algorithm is a metaheuristic approach inspired by the act of natural selection 

process and more towards to the class of evolutionary algorithms (EA). GA are commonly 

used to generate high-quality solutions to search problems as well as optimization problems 

by relaying on bio-inspired operators such as selection, mutation, crossover.[31] 

Chromosomes 

Chromosomes are thread like structure which carry hereditary information. They are 

fabricated with proteins as well as a single molecule of DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid). 

These are also known as genotype, a set of parameters which define a proposed solution to 
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the problem that the gene algorithm is trying to solve and the set of all solutions is known 

as the population. 

Selection 

       Selection is the period of quality calculation where singular genomes are chosen from a               

population for later reproducing by utilizing the hybrid administrator. The wellness 

capacity is assessed for every individual providing wellness values which are later 

standardized. Where standardization is a procedure of partitioning the wellness values so 

that the entirety of all subsequent wellness qualities is equivalent to one.[32] 

Crossover 

Crossover refers to a gene parameter used for re-scheduling of the chromosome from 

generation to generation. It is a process of considering multiple solutions of a parent and 

fabricating a child solution from the same. 

Mutation 

Mutation is the way toward adjusting the structure of a quality bringing about a variation 

from which might be transmitted to ensuing eras, brought on by the change of single base 

units DNA, or inclusion, erasure or might be reworking of bigger segments of 

chromosomes. 

4.3.3 Procedure involving the Flow of Methodology 

step 1: collection of data set from the UCI machine repository 

step 2: generate initial population from the collected dataset using cuckoo search algorithm. 

This is known as selection process of chromosomes. 

step 3: selection of parents based on fitness function. 

step 4: crossover operation 

step 5: mutation 

step 6: generate clusters of dataset using k-means algorithm 

step 7: calculate silhouette coefficient and Davies Bouldin parameters using generated 

clusters 

step 8: compare the average fitness and the result of silhouette coefficient and Davies 

Bouldin index of our proposed technique and existing GMC technique. 

k-Means clustering algorithm 

K-means is a strategy for clustering objects into a particular number of disjoint groups.  

The "K" hints to the quantity of groups indicated. Different separation measures exist to 

figure out which perception is to be affixed to which group. The calculation goes for 

limiting the measure between the centroide of the group and the given perception by 
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iteratively attaching a perception to any bunch and end when the most minimal separation 

measure is accomplished. The following are the steps involved in the algorithm: 

1. The given space is initially divided into K bunches and the perceptions are arbitrarily 

doled out to the groups.  

2. For each example:  

• Calculate the separation from the perception to the centroide of the bunch.  

• IF the example is nearest to its own group THEN abandon it ELSE select another  

bunch.  

3. Rehash steps 1 and 2 until no perceptions are moved starting with one bunch then onto 

the next  

At the point when step 3 ends the bunches are steady and each example is allotted a group 

which brings about the most reduced conceivable separation to the centroide of the bunch 

distance measures 

Normal separation measures incorporate the Euclidean separation, the Euclidean squared 

separation also, the Manhattan or City separate. The Euclidean measure compares to the 

briefest geometric separation between to focuses.  

d = sqrt( ∑ (xi −  yi)2
𝑛

𝑖=0
)… ….(1) 

A speedier method for deciding the separation is by utilization of the squared Euclidean 

separation which  

ascertains the above separation squared, i.e.  

dsq = ∑ (xi −  yi)2
𝑛

𝑖=0
 

application of k-means: 

K-means can be utilized to bunch the extricated highlights from discourse signals. The 

removed highlights from the flag incorporate for example mel recurrence cepstral 

coefficients or line range sets. This permit discourse signals with comparable unearthly 

attributes to be situated into a similar position in the codebook. Along these lines 

comparative tight band signs will be anticipated moreover in this way constraining the span 

of the codebook. 
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Figure 3 Example of signaling data obtained from Gaussian white noise 

 

 

Figure 4 The signal data is spread into 4 clusters 
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4.3.4 Tool Used 

For implementation of the above-mentioned scenario, “MATLAB” tool is suitable, which 

is a user-friendly simulator. It has the ability to auto-generate the code using MATLAB 

coder. It allows us to test the algorithms without the need of recompilation which is a great 

facilitating environment. It is flexible to call external libraries such as open cv etc., and for 

debugging and compiling aspects. It also integrates programming, visualization as well as 

computation to be expressed in simple mathematical notations. Therefore, is easy to use for 

larger subsets. 
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Chapter 5 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

5.1 Experimental Results 

In this section, the computed experimental results are explained. The tool used for 

conducting the experiment is MATLAB. The results were calculated based on two 

evaluation criteria namely Silhouette Coefficient and Davies Bouldin index which are two 

clustering parameters. We compare the results of these two criteria with the existing GMC 

and our proposed hybrid cuckoo search algorithm. Below are the screenshots of 

experimental results on few natural data set which are freely available on UCI repository. 

  

 

Figure 5 Experimental result of glass identification dataset for base 

The above figure shows the plot between best fitness value and mean of iterations for 50 

generations for Glass identification dataset using GMC which is an existing technique. The 

figure also shows the variations for current best individual for 10 iterations. 
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Figure 6 Experimental result of glass identification dataset for proposed 

The above figure shows the plot between best fitness value and mean of iterations for 50 

generations for Glass identification dataset using proposed technique “hybrid cuckoo 

search algorithm” which is an existing technique. We can clearly note that the current best 

individual is best for 5th variable. 

 

 Figure 7 experimental result of liver disorder dataset for base 

The above figure shows the plot between best fitness value and mean of iterations for 50 

generations for liver disorder dataset using GMC which is an existing technique. The figure 

also shows the variations for current best individual for 10 iterations. We can note that the 

9th variable has the best current best individual. 
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Figure 8 Best nest graph for db index using GMC for glass identification dataset 

The above figure shows the plot of best nest result found using cuckoo search algorithm. 

The plot is made on the iteration values based on db index evaluation criteria for glass 

identification dataset using GMC existing technique. 

 

Figure 9 Silhouette coefficient clusters for liver disorder 

The above figure shows the clusters for silhouette coefficient for liver disorder dataset using 

existing GMC technique. The clusters are diamond shaped which are plotted in a graph.  
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Figure 10 Experimental result of liver disorder dataset for proposed 

The above figure shows the plot between best fitness value and mean of iterations for 50 

generations for liver disorder dataset using proposed technique “hybrid cuckoo search 

algorithm” which is an existing technique. We can clearly note that the current individual  

 

The above figure shows the plot between best fitness value and mean of iterations for 50 

generations for yeast dataset using GMC which is an existing technique. The figure also 

shows the variations for current best individual for 10 iterations. We can note that the 4th 

variable has the best current best individual. 

Figure 11 Experimental result of yeast dataset for base 
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Figure 12 Experimental result of yeast dataset for proposed 

The above figure shows the plot between best fitness value and mean of iterations for 50 

generations for yeast dataset using proposed technique “hybrid cuckoo search algorithm” 

which is an existing technique. We can clearly note that the current best individual is best 

for 2nd variable 

 

Figure 13 Experimental result of image segmentation dataset for proposed 

The above figure shows the plot between best fitness value and mean of iterations for 50 

generations for image segmentation dataset using proposed technique “hybrid cuckoo 

search algorithm” which is an existing technique. We can clearly note that the current best 

individual is best for 9th variable 
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5.2 Comparison with Existing Techniques 

 

TECHNIQUE EVALUATION 

CRITERIA 

DATASETS 

BASE  GLASS-

IDENTIFICATION 

LIVER-

DISORDER 

YEAST 

 SILHOUETTE 0.8704 0.5345 0.6094 

 DB INDEX 0.1492 0.345 0.3264 

PROPOSED SILHOUETTE 0.7746 1 0.6755 

 DB INDEX 0.4914 0.9701 0.5908 

 

Table 5.2 Evaluation criteria of different datasets  

The above table compares two evaluation criteria namely, silhouette coefficient and db 

index with respect to different dataset using existing GMC which is an existing technique 

and hybrid cuckoo search algorithm which is our proposed technique. The comparison 

clearly shows that the values which we obtained using hybrid cuckoo search algorithm are 

better than the existing GMC technique. 
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Figure 14 Comparison chart of different dataset using both existing and proposed techniques 

The above comparative chart clearly shows that the two parameters namely silhouette 

coefficient and Davies Bouldin (db) index performs better by using our proposed technique 

when compared to existing technique. 
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Chapter 6 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

6.1 Conclusion 

GA are commonly used to generate high-quality solutions to search problems as well as 

optimization problems by relaying on bio-inspired operators such as selection, mutation, 

crossover. Selection process for good quality of chromosomes for genetic mutations and 

crossover operations has been a notable issue. During this process, many a time, there is a 

possibility of encountering twin genomes which is a pair of two identical genes in a 

chromosome, thus we have to discard any one of the identical gene and sometimes we also 

encounter the problem of degeneracy due to which the production of chromosomes are 

delayed. Therefore, we introduce a clustering in genetic algorithm to deal with the above 

problem where we make clusters of the dataset or chromosomes and obtain a high 

Silhouette Coefficient value and Davies index to achieve a better clustering result. Then 

later we obtain a good quality chromosomes from the initial population using cuckoo search 

algorithm which can perform efficient genetic mutation and genetic crossover operations. 

Apply the same clustering concept as mentioned above and finally compare both the 

existing GMC technique and our proposed cuckoo search algorithm. The outcome obtained 

at the end of experimental analysis clearly shows that for our proposed hybrid cuckoo 

search algorithm, both the evaluation criteria performs better when compared to the existing 

GMC technique.  

6.2 Future Scope 

In the future scope, we can further improve the results by modifying the proposed technique 

or by using any different technique instead of cuckoo search algorithm and make it hybrid 

with genetic algorithm. We can also test datasets for two new measure of clustering WGAD 

and BGD and compare them with our proposed technique. 
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